
White Collar Crime:White Collar Crime: Corporate crime, corporate Corporate crime, corporate
corruption and business-related crime are highlycorruption and business-related crime are highly
complex areas that require specialized knowledgecomplex areas that require specialized knowledge
and experience. The lawyers that make up the firmand experience. The lawyers that make up the firm
have extensive experience in the defense andhave extensive experience in the defense and
representation of crimes of an economic nature,representation of crimes of an economic nature,
corporate criminal law and criminal liability of legalcorporate criminal law and criminal liability of legal
entities, being one of the pioneering firms in Spainentities, being one of the pioneering firms in Spain
in terms of criminal compliance.in terms of criminal compliance.

Our approachOur approach is based on total dedication to our is based on total dedication to our
clients, providing personalized representation andclients, providing personalized representation and
legal strategies tailored to each specific case. Welegal strategies tailored to each specific case. We
value confidentiality, ethics and transparency in ourvalue confidentiality, ethics and transparency in our
professional practice, and we strive to establish aprofessional practice, and we strive to establish a
lasting relationship of trust with each client.lasting relationship of trust with each client.

Trust us to protect your rights and achieve theTrust us to protect your rights and achieve the
justice you deserve. Our team is ready to take on thejustice you deserve. Our team is ready to take on the
most complex legal challenges and work tirelesslymost complex legal challenges and work tirelessly
on your behalf.on your behalf.

Experience and knowledge: Experience and knowledge: We have a team ofWe have a team of
highly trained criminal lawyers with extensivehighly trained criminal lawyers with extensive
experience in criminal law cases in Spain andexperience in criminal law cases in Spain and
internationally.internationally.

Personalized approach: Personalized approach: We analyze each caseWe analyze each case
individually, designing legal strategies adapted toindividually, designing legal strategies adapted to
the specific needs of our clients.the specific needs of our clients.

Commitment and dedication: Commitment and dedication: We work hard toWe work hard to
guarantee the effective defense of the interests ofguarantee the effective defense of the interests of
our clients, always seeking the best possibleour clients, always seeking the best possible
results.results.

Why choose Lesseps Legal?Why choose Lesseps Legal?

At Lesseps Legal, we understand that criminalAt Lesseps Legal, we understand that criminal
defense is a crucial aspect of protecting the rightsdefense is a crucial aspect of protecting the rights
and reputation of our clients. Our firm, led byand reputation of our clients. Our firm, led by
criminal law expert criminal law expert Dr. Christian MesíaDr. Christian Mesía, is proud to, is proud to
offer a wide range of specialized services in variousoffer a wide range of specialized services in various
areas of criminal law.areas of criminal law.

Criminal Law:Criminal Law: Our team of criminal lawyers is Our team of criminal lawyers is
prepared to provide a solid defense in all types ofprepared to provide a solid defense in all types of
crimes. We are committed to representing ourcrimes. We are committed to representing our
clients effectively throughout the judicial process,clients effectively throughout the judicial process,
ensuring their rights and working tirelessly toensuring their rights and working tirelessly to
obtain the best possible results.obtain the best possible results.

Economic Criminal Law:Economic Criminal Law: Economic and financial Economic and financial
crimes require a specialized approach and deepcrimes require a specialized approach and deep
knowledge of the laws and jurisprudence. Expertknowledge of the laws and jurisprudence. Expert
lawyers in economic criminal law are trained tolawyers in economic criminal law are trained to
defend all kinds of cases of an economic nature,defend all kinds of cases of an economic nature,
such as money laundering, scams, fraud,such as money laundering, scams, fraud,
misappropriation and punishable insolvency,misappropriation and punishable insolvency,
guaranteeing a solid, committed and experiencedguaranteeing a solid, committed and experienced
defense.defense.

Criminal LawyersCriminal Lawyers  

Criminal defense in all kinds of crimes.Criminal defense in all kinds of crimes.
Legal assistance in legal proceedings.Legal assistance in legal proceedings.
Representation before the courts.Representation before the courts.
Resources and appeals.Resources and appeals.

Extradition and international legal assistance.Extradition and international legal assistance.
European arrest and surrender warrant.European arrest and surrender warrant.
Transfer of convicted persons.Transfer of convicted persons.
International criminal cooperation.International criminal cooperation.

Criminal Law:Criminal Law:

International Criminal Law:International Criminal Law:

Our servicesOur services

http://lessepslegal.com/equipo-2
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AsAs    director of director of Lesseps LegalLesseps Legal, I am pleased to, I am pleased to
introduce you to our legal services specialized inintroduce you to our legal services specialized in
criminal law. With more than 25 years of experiencecriminal law. With more than 25 years of experience
in the field, our team of criminal lawyers isin the field, our team of criminal lawyers is
committed to providing you with a strong andcommitted to providing you with a strong and
strategic defense in any legal situation you maystrategic defense in any legal situation you may
face.face.

We understand that each case is unique andWe understand that each case is unique and
requires a personalized approach. At requires a personalized approach. At Lesseps Legal,Lesseps Legal,
we pride ourselves on offering comprehensive legalwe pride ourselves on offering comprehensive legal
representation, based on in-depth knowledge of therepresentation, based on in-depth knowledge of the
law and vast experience in the field. Our primarylaw and vast experience in the field. Our primary
goal is to protect your rights, safeguard yourgoal is to protect your rights, safeguard your
reputation, and achieve the best possible results.reputation, and achieve the best possible results.

Whether you are facing criminal charges, needWhether you are facing criminal charges, need
advice on international criminal law, or are involvedadvice on international criminal law, or are involved
in economic criminal law cases, we are prepared toin economic criminal law cases, we are prepared to
provide you with the necessary legal support. Ourprovide you with the necessary legal support. Our
commitment to excellence and professional ethicscommitment to excellence and professional ethics
has allowed us to obtain successful results for ourhas allowed us to obtain successful results for our
clients over the years.clients over the years.

At At Lesseps LegalLesseps Legal, we understand the importance of, we understand the importance of
having a trusted lawyer in difficult times. We willhaving a trusted lawyer in difficult times. We will
work tirelessly to protect your interests and providework tirelessly to protect your interests and provide
you with the legal representation you deserve.you with the legal representation you deserve.

Sincerely,Sincerely,

Dr. Christian MesíaDr. Christian Mesía  
      CEOCEO Lesseps Legal Lesseps Legal

Economic and financial crimes.Economic and financial crimes.
Money laundering.Money laundering.
Scams and fraud.Scams and fraud.
Misappropriation.Misappropriation.
Punishable insolvency.Punishable insolvency.

Corporate crimes.Corporate crimes.
Corruption and bribery.Corruption and bribery.
Business criminal law.Business criminal law.
Normative compliance.Normative compliance.
Compliance programs.Compliance programs.
Prevention and risk management.Prevention and risk management.

Economic Criminal Law:Economic Criminal Law:

White Collar Crime:White Collar Crime:
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